Gender and Leadership
A Course Syllabus by Alice Eagly and Linda Carli

OVERVIEW
This course considers the experiences of men and women leaders by answering two questions: Why have women now gained more access to powerful leadership positions? Why do men continue to have far more access than women do? To address these questions, the course reviews research from a variety of social science disciplines, including social psychology, sociology, economics, political science, management and organizational science, and anthropology.

The course is organized by the chapters in the following book:

COURSE OPPORTUNITIES
The book can be used as a primary or supplemental text in courses in Management, Organizational Behavior, Leadership Studies, Gender Studies, Psychology, Sociology, Economics, Anthropology, and Political Science. The book is based on research but is written in an accessible style with examples that illustrate the principles established in research. Thus, the book can be used as a text at the undergraduate or graduate level. The readings listed here would be most appropriate for graduate level or advanced undergraduate courses.

MODULES

Unit One: Is there still a glass ceiling? Where are the women leaders? (Chapters 1 and 2)
These chapters demonstrate that, although women remain relatively rare at the highest levels of leadership, more women hold these positions now than at any earlier time. In fact, when all organizations in the United States are considered, about one quarter of CEOs are women. The presence of women leaders in elite leadership positions calls for a new metaphor to replace the glass ceiling. An appropriate metaphor should reflect the obstacles and diversions that women face on their path to leadership and also suggest that the path to top can be negotiated. These chapters introduce the metaphor of the labyrinth to convey women's current situation as leaders.

Readings


Unit Two: Are men natural leaders? (Chapter 3)
This chapter examines research testing evolutionary psychology's claims that biological and personality differences between men and women account for the dearth of women leaders. Counter to these claims, men's personalities do not place them at an advantage as leaders. The blend of traits most associated
with leadership—sociability, assertiveness, conscientiousness, being open to new ideas, trustworthiness, and intelligence—occur overall as much in women as men.

Readings


Unit Three: Do family responsibilities hold women back? (Chapter 4)
This chapter documents a shift toward greater gender equality in housework and increases in men’s childcare. Nevertheless, women continue to have greater domestic responsibility than men. Although employed women’s family responsibilities do not undermine their desire for leadership or preference for challenging employment, women, more than men, work part-time, and take breaks in employment to care for children. These employment patterns do contribute to women’s lack of advancement and lesser pay.

Readings


Unit Four: Is discrimination still a problem? (Chapter 5)
The authors examine research testing whether discrimination contributes to women’s lesser advancement and pay. Although women have less job experience than men on the average (as indicated in Chapter 4), controlling for this and other human capital variables reduces but does not eliminate the gender gap in pay and promotion. This remaining gap suggests discrimination against women. The chapter also reviews further evidence of discrimination in experiments showing that when men and women have identical qualifications, men still are evaluated more favorably than women except in distinctively feminine settings.

Readings
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Unit Five: What is the psychology of prejudice toward women leaders? (Chapter 6)

This chapter explores research on the psychology underlying discrimination against women leaders. The research demonstrates that people unconsciously and automatically form different associations when thinking about men compared with women. These stereotypes characterize women as warm, nice, and considerate, and men as directive, competent, and competitive. Because people’s stereotypes about leaders are more similar to their stereotypes about men than those about women, people assume that women are less qualified than men for leadership, especially in male-dominated roles. Also, people not only think that women are warmer and nicer than men but also think that it is more important for women to be warm and nice.


Case discussion: Marilyn Bush:

Unit Six: Do people resist women's leadership? (Chapter 7)

This chapter reviews evidence that stereotypes place special burdens on women leaders and potential leaders. Because people have generally assumed that women have less leadership ability than men, women have the burden of proving themselves by performing exceptionally well. Because they are expected to be warm and nice, women are often penalized for behavior that seems too forceful, dominant, or assertive—such behaviors are not very nice. These pressures create a double bind. Women who display a decisive, agentic style of leadership may be seen as competent but tend to be disliked and lack influence because they are perceived to lack warmth. Women who display a warm and supportive style of leadership may lack influence because they are perceived as lacking competence. This double bind can produce resistance to women’s leadership.


Case discussion: Ann Hopkins v. Price-Waterhouse:

Unit Seven: Do women lead differently from men? (Chapter 8)
Given the double bind and other challenges facing women leaders, it would be surprising if women did not lead somewhat differently from men. This chapter examines research on differences in the way men and women lead. Although the differences are modest and depend on the context of leadership, women leaders typically display a style that is more democratic, whereas men have a more autocratic, command-and-control style. Compared with men, women also display more transformational leadership and rely more on rewards and less on punishment to motivate subordinates. Women’s leadership styles do not undermine women’s ability to lead, but is generally associated with greater effectiveness than men’s. Women’s styles also resolve some of the conflict created by the double bind because they are relatively androgynous and combine assertive competence with supportive mentoring and warmth.


Unit Eight: Do organizations compromise women’s leadership? (Chapter 9)
This chapter addresses the challenges that women face when they confront traditional organizational culture. Organizations generally require long hours of their fast-track employees, hours that can conflict with family responsibilities. Also, advancement depends on connections with powerful networks to establish social capital within and beyond the organization, yet women have more difficulty entering these networks. In addition, the tendency for people to prefer to work with those who are similar to themselves gives men an advantage because it is men who continue to hold the more powerful positions and determine who advances. And some organizations may evince a culture that overtly rewards machismo behavior hostile to women.


Unit Nine: How do some women find their way through the labyrinth? (Chapter 10)

In this chapter, the authors provide advice to women seeking leadership. First, in many settings, women leaders can transcend the labyrinth’s double bind by combining competence with warmth. One way to accomplish this is through the aspects of leadership style that are in fact more typical of women than men—participative, transformational, and positive managerial behavior. Women seeking advancement can also profit from creating social capital—joining networks, finding mentors, and developing relationships with colleagues within and outside their organizations. The chapter further reviews research showing the benefits of combining employment with having a family, despite its challenges. In general, employed women report higher levels of health and well-being than women without employment.


Case discussion: Women in police leadership:

Unit Ten: How good are women leaders and what does their future hold? (Chapter 11)

This chapter summarizes findings from the book. It also examines the effect of women leaders on organizational outcomes and discusses what changes in women’s leadership are likely in the future. Its review of research on the effectiveness of individual managers demonstrates that women are especially effective in settings that have more women and are culturally feminine; men are especially effective in settings that have few women and are culturally masculine. Male-dominated roles are challenging for women because of the doubts that people have about women’s competence in such roles. Despite the impediments that women often face as leaders in such roles, business organizations with a higher percentage of women in positions of authority have better financial performance than organizations with fewer women. Finally, there has been a favorable change in people’s attitudes about women leaders and, in general, an increased willingness to accept women leaders in business and politics. In addition, the model of what constitutes good leadership has shifted over time away from more hierarchical, command-and-control models of leadership to models that are more participatory and transformational. These changes and the increasing need for effective leadership as a result of global competition should continue to facilitate women’s leadership opportunities.

